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Let F be a finite field of 4 elements. In this paper we obtain several estimates 
on character sums derived from the Riemann hypothesis for curves over F. In 
particular, we establish an estimate on twisted generalized Kloosterman sums as 
conjectured by P. Deligne (1977, “Cohomologie ttale (SGA 4f),” Lecture Notes in 
Mathemmatics, Vol. 569, Springer-Verlag, Berlin/Heidelberg/New York) for the 
case n = 2: IxXENz x(x) $(,x)1 < 2q’/* for all nontrivial characters (x. $) of N, x F2. 
Here F2 is a quadratic extension of F and N, consists of norm 1 (to F) elements 
in F2. We also present new constructions of Ramanujan graphs based on abelian 
groups. The character sum estimates are used to prove that these are indeed 
Ramanujan graphs. ID 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is two-fold. The first is to obtain several 
estimates on character sums (Theorems 6, 9, and 12) as consequences of 
the Riemann hypothesis for the projective line over a finite field proved by 
Weil [Wl], [Bi], including a conjecture of Deligne [Dl, p. 2281 on 
twisted generalized Kloosterman sums which asserts that 
1 x(x) 4%) aP2 for all nontrivial characters (x, $) of N, x F2. 
XEN2 
Here F2 is a quadratic extension of a finite field F of q elements and N, 
consists of norm 1 (to F) elements in F2. Note that when the twisting 
character x is trivial, the above estimate on generalized Kloosterman sums 
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was proved by Deligne [Dl]. We show that Mordell’s estimate of twisted 
Kloosterman sums [MO] and Katz’ estimate of certain character sums 
[K] also follow from the Riemann hypothesis for the projective line over 
a finite field (Theorems 16, 17). The second purpose is to present new con- 
structions of Ramanujan graphs based on abelian groups. The character 
sum estimates are used to prove that these graphs are indeed Ramanujan 
graphs. 
Roughly speaking, a Ramanujan graph is a connected regular graph 
whose nontrivial eigenvalues are relatively small in absolute value. The 
interest in Ramanujan graphs arises from their use in expanders, super- 
concentrators [LPS], [Bn], [Cl, etc. Our definition of Ramanujan graphs 
slightly generalizes that of Lubotzky, Phillips, and Sarnak [LPS] in that 
certain directed graphs are allowed. As we shall see from the explanation 
below, the directed Ramanujan graphs will give rise to undirected bipartite 
Ramanujan graphs. The detailed definition is as follows. 
The adjacency matrix of a finite (directed or undirected) graph X 
represents the Hecke operator A which sends a function f defined on 
(vertices of) X to another function Af given by A&x) = C.,.f( y), where 
J’ runs through all neighbors (following the out-direction) of x. If X is 
k-regular, that is, the out-degree and the in-degree at each vertex of X are 
equal to k, then k is an eigenvalue of A with multiplicity equal to the 
number of the connected components of X. If, in addition, X is r-partite 
seen as a directed graph, where r 3 1 is maximal, then jk is also an eigen- 
value of A for all rth roots of unity [. Call [k’s (with multiplicity one) the 
trivial eigenvalues of A. Denote by %(X) the largest absolute value of the 
nontrivial eigenvalues of A (or of X by abuse of language). If X is a 
k-regular graph on n vertices with A diagonalizable by a unitary matrix, 
then the trace of AA’ is nk and the eigenvalues of AA’ are the absolute 
value of the eigenvalues of A squared. So if X is also connected and 
r-partite, then n > rk and rk2 + (n-r) A(X)‘bnk, which yields the 
following trivial lower bound of J(X): 
A(X) > [(n - rk)/(n - r)]1’2k”2. 
It is proved by Alon and Boppana (see [LPS]) that for k-regular 
undirected graphs X, the lim inf of n(X) is at least 2(k - 1 )I’* as the number 
of vertices in X approaches infinity. The same lower bound holds also for 
k-regular directed graphs whose adjacency matrices A are diagonalizable 
by unitary matrices since the bipartite undirected graph with adjacency 
matrix 
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has eigenvalues + 111, where h runs through the eigenvalues of A. A con- 
nected k-regular graph X with adjacency matrix A diagonalizable by a 
unitary matrix is called a Ramanujun graph if n(X) 6 2(k - l)l’*; in other 
words, the eigenvalues 1 of A are either & for the rth roots of unity [ (with 
multiplicity one) or such that 111 d 2(k - 1)“‘. Thus an r-partite directed 
Ramanujan graph will give rise to Y bipartite undirected Ramanujan graphs. 
We hasten to add that the situation is quite different for connected 
k-regular directed graphs whose adjacency matrices are not diagonalizable 
by unitary matrices. It is shown in the Appendix that the lim inf of n(X) for 
r-partite graphs X with fixed r and k is 1. 
There have been a number of explicitly constructed families of Ramanu- 
jan graphs, which can be classified into two kinds. The first kind of graphs 
is defined on certain double cosets of adelic points of definite quaternion 
groups over Q. These graphs are Ramanujan because of Deligne’s result on 
the Ramanujan conjecture for classical modular forms [D2]. Included in 
this category are the families of (p + 1)-regular Ramanujan graphs on 
GL,( Q,) modulo congruence subgroups constructed by Lubotzky, Phillips, 
and Sarnak [LPS], and independently by Margulis [Ma], as well as those 
constructed by Mestre and Oesterlt (which dates back to Eichler) [Me]. 
(See also [Cu], [L], [Sal.) The second kind of graphs is defined on cer- 
tain abelian groups. They are shown to be Ramanujan using a relevant 
character sum estimate. The p-regular Ramanujan graphs on the multi- 
plicative group of a quadratic (field) extension of the prime field of p 
elements constructed by F. Chung [C] falls in this category, using the 
character sum estimate proved by Katz [K]. As remarked in Section 5, 
Chung’s construction extends easily to any field F of q elements as the base 
field. One also gets (q - 2)-regular Ramanujan graphs on the multiplicative 
group of the split degree 2 extensions of F. 
In this paper we construct families of Ramanujan graphs based on 
abelian groups as follows. In Section 3 sum graphs and difference graphs 
on the quadratic extension of a finite field F of q elements are constructed 
using the kernel of the norm map. They are (q + 1 )-regular graphs with q* 
vertices. These are Ramanujan graphs because of Deligne’s estimate on 
generalized Kloosterman sums [Dl]. In Section 4 we construct sum graphs 
and difference graphs on additive and/or multiplicative subgroups con- 
tained in finite extensions of F. They are (q + I)-regular graphs with q*, 
q2 + q + 1, q3 + q* + q + 1, q3 + q*, and q3 + q2 - q - 1 vertices, respectively. 
These graphs are shown to be Ramanujan by the estimates on certain 
character sums derived from the Riemann hypothesis for the projective line 
over F. As a by-product, k-regular Ramanujan graphs with q* + q + 1 ver- 
tices for any k satisfying q + 1 Q k Q q + 2 + q’/* are obtained. In Section 4 
we also construct, using elliptic curves, k-regular Ramanujan graphs with 
p*k vertices for any prime p 2 5 and k satisfying p + 1 6 k 6 p + 1 + 2~“~. 
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These give interesting examples of Ramanujan graphs with degree k neither 
p nor q + 1. The method of Section 4 is the GL( 1) over function fields 
analogue of [LPS] for GL(2) over Q. 
All the Ramanujan graphs we construct are single-edged and sometimes 
with loops, which are not r-bipartite for r > 2. As already remarked, they 
give rise to another family of undirected bipartite Ramanujan graphs with 
the same degree and twice the number of vertices. The diameter and the 
girths of our graphs are estimated using Chung’s theorem [C] and Weil’s 
estimate [ W2]. 
Our methods have the feature that for any fixed degree k they give only 
finitely many Ramanujan graphs. In some applications one wants an 
infinite family of such graphs having a fixed degree of regularity k; this was 
done in [LPS], [Ma], [Me] when k - 1 is an odd prime. 
According to [L], M. Morgenstern in this thesis studied the analogue of 
[LPS] for GL(2) over function fields, using Drinfeld’s proof of the 
Ramanujan conjecture for GL(2) over function fields [Dr]. In [P] Pizer 
constructed (p + 1 )-regular Ramanujan graphs allowing multiple edges by 
using the action of the (classical) Hecke operators at p on spaces of certain 
theta series of weight 2. 
2. EIGENVALUES OF THE HECKE OPERATORS 
ON SUM GRAPHS AND DIFFERENCE GRAPHS 
Let G be a finite abelian, say, additive, group and S a k-element subset 
of G. We deline two directed k-regular graphs on G, called the sum graph 
X,(G, S) and the difference graph X,(G, S), as follows: the neighbors 
(following the out-direction) of a vertex x in X,(G, S) are --x + s, s E S, 
while those of x in X,(G, S) are x + s, s E S. In turns out that the sum 
graph X,(G, S) is always undirected (namely, each edge has two direc- 
tions); and the difference graph X,(G, S) is undirected provided that S is 
symmetric, that is, -s E S whenever s E S. For each character $ of G, put 
e($, S) =CreS G(s). Note that e($, S) is the complex conjugate of 
e(lC/ ~ ‘, S). 
PROPOSITION 1. ( 1) Each character $ of G is an eigenfunction of the 
Hecke operator A on X,( G, S) with eigenvalue e( $, S). 
(2) If e($, S) = 0, then $ and $ -’ are both eigenfunctions with 
eigenvalue 0 of the Hecke operator A on X&G, S); if e($, S) # 0, then 
le($, S)l$ &- e(ll/, S) I,!-’ are two eigenfunctions of A on X,(G, S) with eigen- 
values f le(*, S)l, respectively. 
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Proof Let $ be a character of G. Viewed as a function on X,(G, S), we 
have 
4Q) = C rc/(x + s) = ti(x) C WI = ti(x) 44+, S), 
sts ses 
while viewed as a function on X,(G, S), we have 
At)(x)= 1 I1/(-.u+s)=$(--xx) C $(s)=t+-‘(x)e($,S). 
SES SES 
From these two observations the proposition follows. 
An immediate consequence of Proposition 1 is the first part of 
PROPOSITION 2. (1) The absolute values of the eigenvalues of the Hecke 
operators on X,(G, S) and X,(G, S) are the same; they are I~scs~(s)I, 
where + runs through all characters of G. 
(2) The Hecke operators on X,(G, S) and X,(G, S) are diagonalizable 
by orthonormal bases of functions on G. 
ProoJ: It remains to prove (2). The characters of G form an orthogonal 
basis of functions on G, hence, when divided by the order of G, they give 
rise to an orthonormal basis consisting of eigenfunctions of the Hecke 
operator on X,(G, S) by Proposition l( 1). Next note that when e($, S) # 0, 
’ and le(l(/, S)l II/ - e(ll/, S) $ ~ ’ are orthogonal; in 
O= C (le(ll/,S)I~(x)-e(~,S)~(-x))(le(~,S)I~(-x)-e(~-‘,S)Il/(x)) 
XEG 
= le(bk WI (e(lCI, S) 1 IC/(-2x)-4C1, S) C YWX)). 
I E G 1 E G 
Indeed, if $’ is nontrivial on G, then both sums over G are zero; while if 
i,K2 = 1, then + = I+-‘. Therefore the functions le($, S)l$ + e($, S) I/-’ 
with e($, S) # 0 and $’ # 1 together with the remaining characters form an 
orthogonal basis consisting of eigenfunctions of the Hecke operator on 
X&G, S) by Proposition l(2). This completes the proof of Proposition 2. 
Actually, the Hecke operators are diagonalizable because the adjacency 
matrix of the sum graph is symmetric, and the adjacency matrix of the dif- 
ference graph, although it may not be symmetric, commutes with its trans- 
pose. In the proof above we exhibited an explicit basis for diagonalization 
in each case. We remark that Propositions 1 and 2 for cyclic G are proved 
in [Cl. 
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3. ESTIMATES OF GENERALIZED KLOOSTERMAN SUMS 
AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF GRAPHS WITH SMALL EIGENVALUES 
Denote by F a finite field of q elements and by F,, a degree n field 
extension of F. Write N,, for the kernel of the norm map from F, to F; it 
contains d, = (q” - 1 )/(q - 1) elements. We shall consider the sum graphs 
X,(F,, N, + c) and the difference graphs X,(F,,, N,, + c) for any element c 
in F,,. These are d,,-regular graphs with q” vertices. Assume n 3 2. 
THEOREM 3. Except for the trivial eigenvalue d, occurring with multi- 
plicity one, all other eigenvalues 2 of the Hecke operators on the sum 
graphs XS(Fn, N,, + c) and the difference graphs X,( F,,, N, + c) satisfy 
121 <nq’“- 1)!2, 
Proof: Fix a nontrivial additive character $ of F. Then by Pontryagin 
duality all the characters of F” are given by Y’(x) := $(T(ax)), aE F,,, 
where T denotes the trace from F,, to F. Write N for the norm from F,, to 
F. In view of Proposition 2( 1 ), we must show, for all nonzero a in F, 
C Wx+c) = 1 IC/(T(ax)) ICI(T(ac)) N(r)= I I I IT 
= 1 $(T(y)) <nqcnp1”2, 
N(y)=h 
where b = N(a). This has been proved by Deligne in [Dl, p. 2191. 
In particular, the sum graphs and the difference graphs constructed 
above are connected. Proposition 2(2), Theorem 3, and Theorems 1 and 3 
of Chung [C] combined yield the following estimates of their diameters: 
PROPOSITION 4. The diameters of X,(F,, N, + c) and X,( F,, N, + c) are 
majorized by rlog(q” - l)/log(d,/nq (n-1)‘2)l, where d, = (q” - l)/(q- 1) is 
the out-degree at each vertex. 
Here rx] denotes the smallest integer ax. If we fix n and let q increase, 
then the above upper bound for diameter stabilizes at 5 for n = 2, 4 for 
n = 3, and 3 for n 2 4. Similar to the discussion in [Cl, the diameter of the 
difference graph on Fn constructed with S= N, is the least number m such 
that “every element of F, is a sum of at most m elements whose norms to 
F are equal to 1,” a variation of Waring’s problem. 
Next we discuss the girth, i.e., the length of a shortest cycle, of sum 
graphs XS(Fn, N,) and difference graphs X,(F,, N,). Note first that when 
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the characteristic of F is not 2, the equation 2x = s is always solvable for 
any s in N,, hence the girth of X,(F,,, N,) is 1 for odd q. When F is of 
characteristic 2, the sum graphs coincide with the difference graphs. 
Further, X,(F,, N,) is undirected if n is even and directed otherwise; in 
both cases it does not contain a cycle of length 2. Thus the girth of the 
difference graph X,(F,, N,) is the smallest integer t 23 such that 
s, +s, + . . . +st=O is solvable in N,. When q = 2, the difference graphs 
are complete graphs, thus with girth 3. When q is a power of 3, the equa- 
tion s, + s2 + sj = 0 has a solution s1 = s2 = s3 = 1, hence the girth is also 3. 
Assume q 2 4 and not a power of 3. 
Case (i). n = 2. When q = -1 (mod 3), the cubic roots of 1 are in F, 
and have norm 1; they yield a solution to s1 + s2 + sj = 0, so the girth is 3. 
Suppose q E 1 (mod 3). Write N and 7’ for the norm and the trace map 
from Fz to F. If s in F, - F satisfies 1 = N(s) = N( 1 + s) = 1 + T(s) + N(s), 
then T(s) = - 1 and s would be a root of x2 + x + 1 = 0. Since the polyno- 
mial is reducible over F, no such s exists. Further, the only elements in F 
of norm 1 are 1 and - 1, and they do not yield -a solution to s, + s? + s3 = 0 
either. So the girth is 24. On the other hand, the graph is undirected, and 
the girth is < (and hence = ) 4 since (q + 1)’ > 9’. 
Case (ii). n = 3. We shall show that the difference graphs have girth 3 
in this case. For this it suffices to show the existence of an element s in 
F, - F with norm 1 such that 1 +s has norm - 1, in other words, the 
existence of an irreducible polynomial Y(X) = x3 - T, .x2 + T,x - 1 over F 
satisfying f( - 1) = 1, i.e., T, = -3 - T,. Such a polynomial is reducible if 
and only if it has a root in F, or equivalently, a3 - 3a - 1 = T,(a2 + a) for 
some a in F. Note that the left-hand side is nonzero when a = 0 or - 1; 
thus f(x) is reducible for at most q-2 values of T,, given by 
(a3 - 3a- l)/(a’+ a) with a in F, a #O, - 1, and there is at least one 
irreducible f(x), as required. 
Case (iii). n > 4. It follows from the bound computed by Weil in [W2] 
that the equation x*-I + yyP ’ + 1 = 0 always has solutions X, y in F,:. 
This implies the solvability of s1 + s2 +s, = 0 in N,; thus the girth of 
X,(F,, N,) is 3 for n>4. 
We have shown that the difference graph X,(F,,, N,) has girth 3 except 
when n = 2 and q = 1 (mod 3), in which case it has girth 4. 
When n = 2, one finds the degree d, = q + 1 and the upper bound for 
nontrivial eigenvalues given in Theorem 3 is 2(d, - 1 )l/*, the bound for 
Ramanujan graphs. Therefore we have 
COROLLARY 5. The sum graphs X,(F,, N, + c) and the difference graphs 
X,(F,, N, + c) are (q + 1)-regular Ramanujan graphs qf q2 vertices and with 
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diameter majorized 6-v rlog(q’ - 1 )/log((q + 1)/2q’ ‘)I. The sum graphs 
coincide with the dlyference graphs ,for q even. Further, the girth of ,sum 
graphs is 1 for q odd, and the d$,, erence graph X,(F?, N2) has girth 3 unless 
q = 1 (mod 3) in which case the girth is 4. The d$ference graphs A’,( F,,, N,, ) 
for n 2 3 have girth 3. 
4. RIEMANN HYPOTHESIS FOR CURVES AND THE CONSTRUCTION 
OF GRAPHS WITH SMALL EIGENVALUES 
In this section we construct sum graphs and difference graphs which are 
proved to have small eigenvalues using the Riemann hypothesis for curves. 
Denote by K a function field of one variable over the finite field F of q 
elements. By Theorem 6 on page 134 of [Wl 1, the L-series L(s, w) 
attached to a nonprincipal character w  of the idele class group of K of con- 
ductor f is a polynomial P(u, o) in u = q ’ of degree d = 2g - 2 + deg(f ), 
where g is the genus of K. As the Riemann hypothesis for curves is proved 
by Weil (see Appendix V of [WI], [Bi]), the roots of P have absolute 
value q”‘, and consequently, the coefficient of u in P(u, Q) is bounded by 
dqli’. In other words, we have 
where UT runs through all places of K of degree one at which o is 
unramified, o,,. is w  restricted to the completion K,,, of K at w, and 7t,. is 
a uniformizer at u’. The above inequality is the key to our various construc- 
tions. We shall take K to be the rational function field F(T). For 
convenience, denote by cc the degree one place of K with uniformizer T-‘, 
and choose the uniformizers as the remaining q places of degree one to be 
T+a, aeF. 
Let v be a place of K of degree n L 2 (which always exists for a rational 
function field) and let w  be a character of the idele class group of K of finite 
order and with conductor v so that the above sum is over the q + 1 degree 
one places of K. Then for u’# cc, w,(E,.) = o,,(x,.))‘o~),,(~L,), and we can 
rewrite the above inequality as 
1+ 1 u,.(T+alp’ d(n-2)q”‘. 
oeF 
Choose the uniformizer 71, to be a polynomial in T of degree n; then the 
residue field F,, of K, is isomorphic to F[ T]/(x,). The restriction of w  to 
the units at v can be viewed as a character of F,” IF’, which is identified 
with the kernel N,, of the norm from F,, to F via the map x + x1 ~ y. Choose 
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any element t of F,, generating F, over F; then we may identify ( T + a) - ’ with 
(P + a)/(t + a) in N,. Let S be the subset of N, consisting of (t9 + a)/(t + a) 
for all a E Fu {cc }. Here we used the convention that (tq + a)/( t + a) = 1 
for a = co. Note that S = N, when n = 2. As each nontrivial character of N, 
arises from such an o, we have shown 
THEOREM 6. For each nontrivial character x of N,, we have 
Consider the sum graphs X,(N,, bS’) and the difference graphs 
X,(N,, bS’) for b E N, and any integer r prime to d, = (q” - 1 )/(q - 1 ), the 
order of N,. These are (q + 1 )-regular graphs with d,, vertices. From 
Proposition 2 and Theorem 6 we get 
THEOREM 7. Except for the trivial eigenvalue q + 1 occurring with multi- 
plicity one, all other eigenvalues L of the Hecke operators on the sum graphs 
X,(N,, bS’) and the difference graphs X,(N,, bS’) satisfy 111 d (n - 2) q”‘. 
Consequently, these graphs are connected, and X,(N,, bS’) and X,,( N,,, bS’) 
are Ramanujan graphs for 2 < n < 4. 
Given any k > 0, the graph Yk obtained from the complete graph on k 
vertices by joining a loop at each vertex is a (k + 1)-regular Ramanujan 
graph with eigenvalues k + 1 (with multiplicity 1) and 0 (with multiplicity k). 
When n = 2, the sum graphs and difference graphs coincide with Y,, , . 
When n = 3, the upper bound for nontrivial 1 is q1j2, hence we may add 
up to q1’2 + 1 more points to S and get Ramanujan graphs with higher 
degrees. For n 3 3, we have the following diameter bound resulting from 
Proposition 2, Theorem 7, and Theorems 1 and 3 of [C]: 
PROPOSITION 8. Assume n >, 3. The sum graphs X,(N,, bS’) and the 
difference graphs X,(N,,, W have diameters majorized by 
Tlog{(q"-q)/(q-1)~llog~(q+1)l(n-2)q1'*31. 
Thus the diameters are at most 4 when n = 3; when n >/ 4, we get 2n - 1 
as an upper bound of the diameters for large q. In particular, for large q, 
every element in F,, of norm 1 is a product of at most 2n - 1 elements of 
the form ( tq + a)/( t + a) with a E F. 
Next consider a character q of the idele class group of K of conductor 
2u satisfying the following condition: As v has degree n (>2), the field K, 
contains the group U of (q” - 1 )st roots of unity. Denote by 9” the maxi- 
mal ideal in the ring of integers of K, with the uniformizer K, given by 
Tq’- T. We require qD to be trivial on U(1 + 9:). In other words, the 
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restriction of r] to the units at u can be regarded as a character $ on 
1 +9,/l + Si, which is isomorphic to the residue field F,, of u via the map 
1 + rtc,h + h mod PU. In order to rewrite the inequality 
I+ 1 q&T+a) I <(2n-2)4”? 
u E I.’ 
in terms of (I/ at certain points in F,,, we need to know more about 
r~~(T+a)-‘. Express (T-ta))’ as ~(1 +rc,h) for u in U. As u is congruent 
to the q”th power of (T+a)-’ modulo Pp:‘, we have l+~,hr 
(T@+u)/(T+u)= 1 +n,/(T+a)modPi, hence h-(T+a))’ (mod%:,). 
Choose any element t of F,, generating F, over F; we may identify 
F[T]/(z,) with F,, by sending T to t. Then s,(T+a))‘=ll/(l/(t+a)). As 
any nontrivial additive character $ of F,, arises from an q as above, we 
have shown 
THEOREM 9. Let t be un element of F,, such that F,, = F(t). Suppose n 2 2. 
Then, for any nontrivial additive character $J of F,, we have 
1+ C $(l/(t+u)) <(2n-2)q”‘. 
otF 
If we use the convention that I/( t + a) denotes 0 when a = co, then the 
above inequality can be rewritten in the geometrically meaningful form 
The above inequality also holds for n = 1 provided that we exclude the 
term a= -t. 
Let S’ be the subset of F,, consisting of l/(t + a) with a E Fu {co }, where 
t is any primitive element of F, over F. By Theorem 9 we have, for each 
nontrivial character $ of F,,, any b E F,” and c E FH, 
Next note that (P+u)/(t+a)= 1 -(t-P)/(t+u) for all UEFU {CO}, 
hence S = b’s’ + c’ with 6’ = -(t - tq) and c’ = 1 and the above inequality 
holds with S replacing S’. In particular, S = N, when n = 2; we see that 
Deligne’s bound for generalized Kloosterman sums for the case n = 2, 
namely, ICNcr,=, $@)I G W* for all nontrivial additive characters $ of 
F,, follows from the Riemann hypothesis for the projective line over F. 
Consider the sum graphs X&F,, bS + c) and the difference graphs 
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X,,(F,,, bS + c) for b E F,” and c E F,,. These are (q + 1 )-regular graphs with 
q” vertices. We have proven 
THEOREM 10. Except for the trivial eigenvalue q + 1 occurring with 
multiplicity one, all other eigenvalues % of the Hecke operators on the 
sum graphs X&F,,, bS + c) and the difference graphs X,( F,,, bS + c) 
satisfy IA( ,< (2n - 2) q’l*. ConsequentliT, these graphs are connected, and 
X,(F,, bS + c) and X,(F,, bS + c) are Ramanujan graphs. 
As S = N, when n = 2, the Ramanujan graphs X,(F,, N,) and X,(F,, Nz) 
constructed in Section 3 are reobtained. The following diameter bound 
results from Proposition 2, Theorems 1 and 3 of [Cl, and Theorem 10: 
PROPOSITION 11. The sum graphs X,(F,,, bS + c) and the difference 
graphs X,( F,, , bS + c) have diameters majorized by rlog( q” - 1 )/log ( (q + 1 )/ 
(2n - 2) qll’}l. 
Therefore the diameters are at most 2n + 1 for large q. In particular, for 
large q, every element in F,, is a sum of at most 2n + 1 elements of the form 
l/(t + a) with a E F; it is also a sum of at most 2n + 1 elements with norm 
1 of the form ( tY + a)/(t + a) with a E Fu {co }. It is interesting to compare 
this with Theorems 7 and 8 of [Cl, which showed that, when q is a large 
prime, elements of F,” are products of at most 2n + 1 elements of the form 
t + a with a E F. 
Finally, consider the character oq with o and q as above. It is a charac- 
ter of the idele class group of K with conductor 2v satisfying 
In view of the prior analysis, we can rewrite the inequality above as 
follows. 
THEOREM 12. For each nontrivial character (1, $) of the group N, x F,,, 
we have 
C x(s) 9(s) < (2n - 2) q”*. 
sss 
As noted before, S= N2 when n = 2, hence we get 
COROLLARY 13. For each nontrivial character (x, $) of the group 
N, x F,, we have 
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This proves the n = 2 case of the inequality ix,, N, x(x) $(s)l d nq”’ ‘I;‘, 
conjectured by Deligne in [Dl, p. 2281. 
Given dEN,, bE F,: and ~EF,, denote by S(d; b, c) the subset of 
N, x F, consisting of (ds, bs + c) with s E S. The sum graphs X,(N,, x F,,, 
S(d; b, c)) and the difference graphs X,(N, x F,,, S(d; b, c)) are (q + l)- 
regular graphs with q”(q” - 1 )/(q - 1) vertices. We have shown 
THEOREM 14. Except for the trivial eigenvalue q + 1 occurring with 
multiplicity one, all other eigenvalues A of the Hecke operators on the sum 
graphs X,(N,, x F,,, S(d; b, c)) and the differencegraphs X,(N, x F,,, S(d; 6, c)) 
satisfy 111 6 (2n - 2) q”*. Consequently, these graphs are connected, and 
X,(N2 x F2, S(d; b, c)) and Xd(Nz x F2, S(d; b, c)) are Ramanujan graphs. 
As a consequence of Proposition 2, Theorems 1 and 3 of [C], and 
Theorem 14, we have the following bound for the diameters. 
PROPOSITION 15. The sum graphs X,( N, x F,,, S(d b, c)) and the 
difjference graphs X,(N, x F,, S(d; b, c)) have diameters majorized by 
rwW-q”-q-t M- U)/lw((q+ l)/W-2)P)l. 
This shows that the diameters are at most 4n - 1 for large q. 
In a similar way one can construct (q + 1)-regular Ramanujan graphs 
with (q + 1)(q2 - 1) vertices which are sum graphs and difference graphs on 
G, the quotient of F,” x F-J by Fx embedded diagonally in Fx x F; , with 
S consisting of the image of (s, s), where s = 1 or t + a with a E F and t any 
primitive root of Fz over F, in G and the like. We have essentially exhibited 
all the Ramanujan graphs arising from the projective line over F by this 
method. 
Likewise, for an elliptic curve with k 3 q + 1 points over F and at least 
one F,- but not F-rational point (the latter condition is always satisfied 
provided q >, 5), one can get k-regular Ramanujan graphs defined on F, 
times the F-rational points of the curve, so they have q2k vertices. We 
know from the Riemann hypothesis that k 6 q + 1 + 2q”‘. If q is a prime, 
for each integer k within the bounds, there exists an elliptic curve with the 
required properties. Hence for each prime p 2 5 and each k satisfying 
p+l dkdpfl +2p”*, there exists a k-regular Ramanujan graph with 
p’k vertices. It is likely that for every k > 6, there is a k-regular Ramanujan 
graph constructed in this way. At present we do not know enough about 
the gap between two consecutive primes to prove this. Finally, a k-regular 
Ramanujan graph can be defined on the F-points of the Jacobian of a curve 
of genus 2 over F containing k > q + 1 points of degree one. Certainly the 
same method can be used to construct graphs with small eigenvalues by 
varying the underlying function fields and by choosing suitable idtle class 
characters. 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The norm map from F2 to F may be described by a quadratic form 
f(x, y) over F. Then the Ramanujan graphs in Corollary 5 can be defined 
as sum graphs and difference graphs on Fx F with S = E + c, where E 
consists of solutions to f(-u, r) = 1 and c E F x F. If we replace E by H, the 
set of solutions to the hyperbola XY = 1, then the resulting (q - 1)-regular 
sum graphs and difference graphs are “almost” Ramanujan, namely, the 
second largest absolute value of eigenvalues of the Hecke operators is 
majorized by 2q”‘, given by Weil’s bound on Kloosterman sums. 
Furthermore, the (q - 1)-regular sum graph and difference graph defined 
on px x FxF with S= {(x,x, y): X, ~EF” satisfying xy= l> are also 
“almost” Ramanujan due to the estimate given in Theorem 16 below. These 
two are the “split” analogues of the Ramanujan graphs X&N, x F2, S) and 
X,(N, x F2, S) of Theorem 14. 
Using the method in Section 4, we obtain the following two estimates as 
consequences of the Riemann hypothesis for the projective line over F. 
THEOREM 16 (Mordell [MO], also [Dl, p. 2281). For each nontrioial 
character (x, $) of F” x F, we have 
Proof For a E F denote by a the place of K with T- a as a uniformizer. 
The theorem is obvious when $ is trivial. We shall prove it for $ nontrivial. 
Given a character (1, $) of F” x F with @ nontrivial, there exists a charac- 
ter w  of the idele class group of K with conductor 2( co + 0) such that at 
the place 0 the character w0 is trivial on 1 + 9: and satisfies 
o,(a(l + bT)) = ~(a)~‘tj(b) for a~ F” and bg F, and the place cc the 
character w, is trivial on 1 +P’, and satisfies w,(a(l + bT-‘)) = 
x(a) tj(b) for a E F” and b E F. It follows from the Riemann hypothesis for 
the projective line over F as explained at the beginning of Section 4 that 
c a,( T - a) 6 2q”2. 
asf.-.o#o 
On the other hand, o,(T - a) = w,(T - a)-‘o,(T - a)-’ = 
mo(-a-‘(1 + a-IT)) o,(T-‘(1 + UT-‘)) = x(a) +(a-’ + a) ~~(-1) 
o,( T-l) for all UE F”. As Iw,(T-‘)I = 1, this proves the theorem. 
Let B be an ttale algebra over F of degree n, that is, 
B = K, x K2 x ... x K,, where K, are finite field extensions of F(within an 
algebraic closure of F) with total degree n in which F is embedded 
641!41/2-7 
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diagonally. As defined in [K], an element x = (x,, . . . . s,) of B is called 
regular if the field F(x;) = K, for all i and the components of x are pairwise 
nonconjugate over F. We give an arithmetic proof of the following result, 
first obtained by Katz using a geometric method. 
THEOREM 17 (Katz [K] ). Let B be an itale algebra over F of degree n 
and let x be a regular element of B. Then for every nontrivial character 1 of 
B”. we have 
1 I 
C x(v) <(n- l)q”‘, 
ye Y  
where Y=YX=(x-a:a~Fandx--WEB”}. 
Proof: Write B= K, x K2 x ... x K,, where Ki are finite extensions of F, 
x = (Xl) . ..) x,1, and x= (xl, . . . . xl) with xi a character of Kx. As the 
inequality trivially holds if n - 1 > q’j2, we may assume n 6 q”‘, and conse- 
quently r G q”‘. The places or, . . . . v, of the function field K corresponding 
to the irreducible polynomials of the components of x are all distinct and 
different from co, and the residue field of K at vi is isomorphic to Ki via 
the F-map sending T to xi. The residue field of K at co is isomorphic to 
F via the F-map sending T-’ to 0. Denote by Ui, U, the group of units 
and by .!# and P’, the prime ideal at the place vi, co, respectively. 
Then there exists a character w  of the idele class group of K satisfying the 
following conditions: (1) w  is unramified outside co, v,, . . . . v,; (2) the 
restriction oi of o at the place ui is trivial on 1 + $ and given by x,:’ on 
the quotient U,/l + $: (3) the restriction o, of o at 00 is trivial on 1 + .c?& 
and given by x,x2”’ xr on the quotient U,/l + ~9’~. Such an w  is a non- 
trivial character (since some xi is nontrivial) with the conductor f at most 
m+v,+ ... + u,, hence degree f < n + 1. As in the preceding proof, for 
a E F denote by w, the restriction of w  to the place with T - a as a unifor- 
mizer. The Riemann hypothesis gives 
c w,(T-a) <(n--l)q”‘, 
oeF,a$Z 
where Z is the collection of the components of x lying in F. Thus the 
elements in F-Z are exactly those a in F such that x-a lies in Y. From 
the construction of w  we have 
u,(T-a)=w,(T-a)-‘...w,(T-a)-‘w,(T-a)-’ 
=~,(x,-a)~~~~,(xr-a)w,(T)-‘=~(x-a)w,(T)-’ 
and lw,( T)I = 1, hence the inequality above yields the desired estimate. 
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Remark. If the ith and the jth components of x = (x1, . . . . x,) are con- 
jugate, then Ki= Kj and there is an integer r such that x, + a is the q’th 
power of xi + a for all a E F. Given a character x = (x,, . . . . xl) of B x, there 
is a character ti of Kx such that xi(xi+ a) x,(xj+ a) = ri(xi+ a) for all 
a E F such that xi + a # 0. The exponential sum remains the same if we omit 
thejth component of B, x, and 1, and replace xi by ti. Thus the theorem 
above is still valid and in fact with a better bound if some of the 
components of x = (I,, . . . . x,) are conjugate provided that the resulting 
character obtained from 1 by combining the components of 1 corre- 
sponding to conjugate .Y:S as above is nontrivial. 
Assume that the algebra B in the theorem above has no component 
equal to F so that the set Y has cardinality q. Then the nontrivial eigen- 
values of the sum graph X,( B x, Y) and the difference graph X,(B x, Y) are 
majorized by (n - 1) q”‘, and they are Ramanujan graphs when B is a 
quadratic extension of F, as discussed in [Cl. Note also that when 
B=FxF and x=(a,b) with a#b, the sum graph X,(B”, Y) and the 
difference graph X,( B ‘, Y) are (q - 2)-regular Ramanujan graphs for 
q 2 3. As before, we may enlarge the set Y by joining a suitable number of 
elements and still get Ramanujan graphs in both cases. 
It is known that a (q + 1 )-regular undirected graph X is the quotient 
graph of the tree associated to PGL,(L) by the fundamental group of X, 
where L is a nonarchimedean local field with q elements in its residue field 
(cf. [Se]). It would be interesting to know which undirected Ramanujan 
graphs constructed in this paper arise from the quotient of such a tree by 
an arithmetic discrete subgroup contained in PGL,(L). 
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APPENDIX: EIGENVALUES OF REGULAR DIRECTED GRAPHS 
Let X be a connected k-regular r-partite (where r 3 1 is maximal) 
directed graph. Observe that if E. is an eigenvalue of X, then so is [A for any 
rth root of unity {, and [A has the same multiplicity as II. As k is an eigen- 
value of X, so are jk for all rth roots of unity {. These are called the trivial 
eigenvalues of X, and the remaining ones are called nontrivial eigenvalues. 
In this appendix we prove 
THEOREM A. Fix positive integers k and Y. Then there exists an infinite 
family of k-regular r-partite single-edged directed graphs all of whose non- 
trivial eigenvalues are roots of unity. Further, the adjacency matrices 
attached to these graphs are diagonalizable. 
Denote by jL(X) the maximal absolute value of the nontrivial eigenvalues 
of a connected k-regular r-partite graph X. A lower bound of n(X) is given 
in 
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PROPOSITION B. Assume that X contains more than kr vertices. Then 
A(X) 2 1. 
Proof Since the adjacency matrix A of X has integral entries, all eigen- 
values of X are algebraic integers. Further, if 1 is an eigenvalue of X, so are 
its algebraic conjugates. Thus if X has a nontrivial nonzero eigenvalue I, 
then some conjugate of Jb has absolute value 2 1, and consequently 
i.(X) > 1. To see that not all nontrivial eigenvalues of X are zero, suppose 
otherwise. Then the matrix A has rank r. As X is r-partite, A has the form 
0 A, 0 0 ... 0 
0 0 A2 0 “. 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 ‘.. 0 A,-, 
A, 0 .e. 0 0 
where A,, . . . . A, are block matrices, each having rank at least one and 
hence equal to one. Therefore in each Ai the rows are all equal. Since X is 
k-regular, this implies that there are at most k rows in each Ai and hence 
at most rk rows in A. In other words, X contains at most kr vertices. This 
contradicts our assumption. 
Theorem A combined with Proposition B yields 
THEOREM C. Fix positive integers k and r. The lim inf of n(X) as X runs 
through all connected k-regular r-partite directed graphs with diagonalizable 
adjacency matrices is 1. 
Recall that the lim inf of n(X) for k-regular undirected graphs X is at 
least 2(k - 1 )li2. 
The following proposition shows that k is an upper bound for 1(X). 
PROPOSITION D. The eigenvalues of a k-regular directed graph X have 
absolute value at most k. Therefore In(X)] < k. 
Proof: Let ,? be an eigenvalue of the k-regular graph X with largest 
absolute value and let f be a nontrivial eigenfunction of the adjacency 
matrix A of X with eigenvalue i. We may assume that If( y)l < 1 for all 
vertices y of X and f(x) = 1 at some vertex x. Then 
where y runs through all neighbors of x. This implies IR( <k since 
If( G 1. 
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Now we prove Theorem A. Let n be a positive integer prime to k. Denote 
by Y,, the graph whose vertices are the elements of Z,‘tzZ and the neighbors 
of a vertex i are ki + s, where 0 < s < k - 1. Then Y,, is a k-regular directed 
graph. Denote by B = B, the adjacency matrix of Y,,. For r 3 2 let X,,., be 
the k-regular directed graph with the adjacency matrix 
0 B 0 0 ... 0 
0 0 B 0 . . . 0 
A,,,,= . 
00 ... 0 B 
BO ... 0 0 
Thus X,., contains nr vertices. If we can show that B is diagonalizable with 
eigenvalues k, I,, . . . . ;1,, where Eti2, . . . . 2, are roots of unity, then A,, is also 
diagonalizable with eigenvalues [‘k, ji&, . . . . ii&, 0 d id r - 1. Conse- 
quently i Y, > and Ix,,, > are infinite families of r-partite graphs with r = 1 
and r > 2, respectively, satisfying the requirements of the theorem. 
To prove the desired statement, we either note that B is a circulant 
matrix and use the results from [AB] or see it as follows. For each positive 
integer m, the ijth entry of B” is the number of paths in Y, from the vertex 
i to the vertex j with length m. Hence it is the number of solutions to the 
congruence equation 
s,+s,k+ ... +s,k”-‘+k”i-j (mod n) 
with 0 ,< s,, . . . . S, < k - 1. Choose m such that k” = 1 (mod n) and the 
above equation becomes 
s, +s2k+ ... +s,k”-I =j--i (mod n). (*I 
Write k” - 1 = dn. Observe that as s , , . . . . S, run through the integers from 
0 to k- 1, the sum s, +s,k+ . . . +s,k’+’ runs through the integers from 
0 to dn exactly once, hence (*) has d + 1 solutions if i-j (mod n) and d 




. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
d d d ... d d+l 
which is diagonalizable with eigenvalues dn + 1 = k” of multiplicity one 
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and 1 of multiplicity n - 1. Therefore B is diagonalizable (seen from the 
Jordan form of B) with 
In other words, I,, . . . . %, are roots of unity. This proves Theorem A. 
Finally, we remark that for r > 2, X,,, contains no loops, while for r = 1, 
there are loops in Y,,. We do not know if there exists an infinite family of 
1-partite k-regular directed graphs {X> with diagonalizable adjacency 
matrices and with L(X) = 1. 
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